2 Convenient locations
to serve you:
Brick (Main)
1133F Industrial PKY
Brick, NJ 08724
732-899-0872

Edison (EQ Sales)
1163 Inman Ave
Edison, NJ 08820
908-755-0771

NO FREIGHT CHARGED ON DRUM ORDERS

55 Gallon
Drum Pricing
Foamex Offers great lubricity and foam dilution.
Dilution 1:90-200
Opti Shine Our ultra concentrated neutral foam soap.
State of the art surfactants penetrate and clean dirt.
Dilution 1:90-200
SS Detergent Our self serve and bucket brush soap.
Bubble gum scented and can be used in various
applications. Dilution 1:90-200
Foam Brush Detergent Our thick foaming formula
perfect for self service foam brushes.

No Freeze Detergent (winter formula)

Citra Soak Our ultra concentrated lo ph non corrosive
soap. Specifically designed for glass and chrome
cleaning,
No Touch IBA Presoak Lo Our 2 step frictionless
detergent. A non corrosive lo ph presoak to be used in
step 2 of an in bay automatic.
Self Serve Presoak* A highly foaming deep cleaning
concentrated alkaline presoak.
No Touch IBA Presoak Hi Our 1 step frictionless
detergent. This product has state of the art wetting
agents that penetrate dirt.
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*Available in 5 gallon containers.

AVAILABLE IN 55/30/15/&5 GAL CONTAINERS.

Brick 732-899-0872 & Edison 908-755-0771

NO FREIGHT CHARGED ON DRUM ORDERS

55 Gallon
Drum Pricing
Glazon Wheel and Tire Cleaner Our non acid
non corrosive wheel cleaner. This high foaming
concentrated wheel cleaner will quickly loosen road
soil and brake dust without scrubbing. This product
will create great foam when applied from CTA.
Optional red dye can be added.
Self Serve Tire & Engine Cleaner Our non acid non
corrosive self serve wheel cleaner. This product can also
be used as general all purpose cleaner and will do an
excellent job on rims and white walls.
All In One Concentrated alkaline formula for tires,
wheel and rims. Quickly penetrates and dissolves
tough road film and brake dust.

Glazon Plate N Dry II Superior active drying agent
that produces a vibrant shine and durable protection.
Dilution. 75-1.5 oz. per car
Watch It Dry An excellent premium drying agent for
all car washes. Offers brilliant shine and dry car.
Glazon Clear Coat* Our cherry scented premium
sealer containing multiple silicones that delivers fast
water breaking and sheeting.
Self Serve Spray Wax A cherry scented premium
sealer containing multiple silicones designed to produce
a vibrant shine and durable protection. Produces a fast
water break.
Glazon Hot Lava Our foaming surface protectant that
produces a long lasting shine. This product has a citrus
scent and will produce a yellow foam for visual appeal.
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*Available in 5 gallon containers.

AVAILABLE IN 55/30/15/&5 GAL CONTAINERS.

Brick 732-899-0872 & Edison 908-755-0771

NO FREIGHT CHARGED ON DRUM ORDERS

30 Gallon
Drum Pricing
Glazon Polish* This product has super foaming and
brilliant visual appeal. It is free rinsing and enhances
the vehicle shine. We offer White, Blue, Gold, Red.
Glazon Lo Ph Polish* A multi-use polish and
conditioner. Produces a thick later that gives great
visual effect.
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55 Gallon
Drum Pricing
Dura Shine Our premium solvent based tire shine.
This product can be used on line or manually with spray
bottle or paint brush. This VOC complaint tire shine is
long lasting and has less sling then similar tire shines

$

Reflections Water Base Thick Our Premium thick
water based tire shine. A unique gel that is a mixture
of silicones.

$

Glazon On Line Tire Shine Our thin viscosity tire
dressing. This is a perfect product for any tire dressing
machine. It is free flowing and can be used with any air
driven pump.

$
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30 Gallon
Drum Pricing
Glazon Liquid Towel Detergent Specially formulated
to clean car wash towels. Non Corrosive and will not
harm any car wash towel.
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Glazon Powder Towel Detergent An economic
alternative to liquid laundry soaps. Will not harm any
car wash towel 300 lbs.
AVAILABLE IN 55/30/15/&5 GAL CONTAINERS.

Brick 732-899-0872 & Edison 908-755-0771

NO FREIGHT CHARGED ON DRUM ORDERS

55 Gallon
Drum Pricing
Glazon Window Wizard A super concentrated glass
cleaner with a pleasant fragrance. This unique formula
contains an anti-fog agent and detergents for tough
jobs.

$

Glazon RTU Glass Cleaner Our ready to use non
flammable glass cleaner. This product has a unique
mixture of alcohols and cleaners. Safe on tints and
produces the perfect window.

$

Glazon Bug Remover A car wash pre spray
designed to destroy bugs, This product is a real time
saver and can be sprayed or brushed onto vehicles.
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Glazon Express Wax* Our spray on a wipe off wax.
This special formula is great for giving vehicles the
showroom shine. Avalable in 5 gallon for $109.
Glazon Rustex Our rust inhibitor and protectant for
the most important part of vehicle.
Glazon Tunnel Vision 4X1 gal case A safe and
effective way of cleaning car wash interior windows.
This product is safe and effective is dissolving soap
scum. Does not contain HF or ABF.
Glazon Aqua Flo A water based hydraulic fluid. This
long lasting water soluble fluid will help eliminate
costly down time and damage to customer vehicles.
Glazon Green Giant Degreaser Our premium heavy
duty cleaner and degreaser. Can be used for detail,
touch ups, and white letters. Our most popular all
purpose cleaner.
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AVAILABLE IN 55/30/15/&5 GAL CONTAINERS.

Brick 732-899-0872 & Edison 908-755-0771

Proud Installers Of

CAT Pumps
Baldor
Parker
JE Adams
Ultimate Door

AVAILABLE IN 55/30/15/&5 GAL CONTAINERS.

Brick 732-899-0872 & Edison 908-755-0771

Proudly install Car Wash
Equipment in the Northeast
and Metropolitan Area.
Since 1932 the A.E. Styles heritage is one of the vehicle wash
industry’s oldest and most established manufacturers of advanced
automotive cleaning and appearance products. As pioneers in the
chemical field we have the knowledge and insight into changing
products and market conditions. Our Experience gives us the ability
to provide our customers with over 80 years of sound business
advice, competitive products, and industry expertise.
Because we consider our customers “Associates”, we offer you
products and programs to maximize your management skills, as
well as your return on investment. Our methods allow you the
opportunity to make your business life easier.
We at AE Styles can help you with all your car wash needs. We
service most brands of equipment in our own fully stocked service
vehicles dispatched from our central New Jersey headquarters.
We also have an extensive supply of car wash repair parts that
we ship UPS daily, as well as the knowledge and experience
to troubleshoot and source most others, We never just ask for
a customer number and part number when you call, because
we are here to help you decide the correct item to order that
will fit your specific needs. Just remember to call us first, Our
Experience SHINES!

AVAILABLE IN 55/30/15/&5 GAL CONTAINERS.

Brick 732-899-0872 & Edison 908-755-0771

Since 1932 the A.E. Styles heritage is one
of the vehicle wash industry’s oldest and
most established manufacturers of advanced
automotive cleaning and appearance products.
As pioneers in the chemical field we have
the knowledge and insight into changing
products and market conditions. Our Experience
gives us the ability to provide our customers
with over 80 years of sound business advice,
competitive products, and industry expertise.
Because we consider our customers “Associates”,
we offer you products and programs to maximize
your management skills, as well as your return
on investment. Our methods allow you the
opportunity to make your business life easier.
As we enter a new age of manufacturing,
Styles is once again proud to be a pioneer
in advanced formula engineering. You’ll find
that our Glazon™ brand products embrace
change and are free from traditional formulary
prejudices. This allows us to offer you innovation
and creativity with a passion.

Factory Direct From The Suppliers

Accepts Visa, Mastercard and American Express

AE STYLES
1133F INDUSTRIAL PKY
BRICK, NJ 08724

